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1.Objectivesestablishedfor thesecondyear

The objectivesof the project in the initial proposalhave beenformulated as

follows:

1-stYear(1997-1998)

1.Material selection: Materials for the waveguide interferometer will be selected

from high temperature polyimide resins doped with thermally stable organic compounds.

For specific extra high temperature applications, materials will be selected from the

glasses prepared by sol-gel technique and/or possibly from ion-implanted monocrystals.

2. Thin film waveguid¢ fabrication: Fabrication technique will include spin

coating, UV curing, and/or ion implantation.

3. Thin film waveguide characterization: This phase of research will include

modal spectroscopy based on prism coupling, propagation loss measurement with

experimental set up based on imaging with digital CCD camera.

4. Experiments with novel single-arm dual-mode interferometry set up: Optical

thin film slab waveguides will be studied with optical set up similar to that described in

the proposal (Fig. 1 of the proposal). Testing the interferometer as a temperature and

pressure sensor for the gaseous combustion products of aeropropulsion systems will be

conducted. The gases to be tested will include CO, CO z, NO, NO/, and possibly others.

2-nd Year (1998-1999)

1. Delineation of optical channel waveguides and their characterization.

2. Fabrication of optical coupling elements including gratings and inlets/outlets

for optical fibers.

3. Testing the interferometer sensors in optical channel waveguide configuration.

3-Rd Year (1999-2000)

1. Development of purged gas chamber and precise heater for testing single-arm

interferometric sensors.

2. Testing the waveguide coupled with optical fiber lines.
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3. Estimations of the figures-of-merit of the devices. Conclusions on the

feasibility of proposed sensors as elements of aeropropulsion control systems.

2. Actual accomplishments during the second year

The actual accomplishments achieved during the first year are briefly listed below

[1]:

1. Material selection: Metal substituted phtahlocyanines were selected and studied

as potential indicator dyes that can be used in the waveguide sensor.

2. Design and construction of the experimental purged gas chamber: Experimental

set-up includes additional mixing chamber which allows to expose the sensor to a certain

gas mixture for a short period of time and therefore to characterize time response. It also

includes vacuum sealed multimode fiber line which delivers light to and from the sensor

inside the chamber to external signal processing equipment.

3. Preliminary, study of the effects of gases adsorbed by polymeric waveguide on

its refractive index: The obtained results showed that the refractive index is sensitive to

the presence of the gases and that the single-arm dual-mode interferometry can be used in

gas sensing. However, quantitative characterization of the interferometric waveguide

sensor can be accomplished only after construction of the gas chamber.

The actual accomplishments during the second year are described in details in the

following sections.

2.1. Materials selection

The initial plan of work was to build the waveguide interferometric sensor using

thin films of high temperature polyimide doped with metal substituted phtahlocyanines as

indicator dyes. We have already shown that polyimide Ultradel 9020 from Amoco can be

potentially used for planar waveguides delineated by direct writing with medium power

UV source [2]. Metal substituted phthalocyanines are thermally stable organic

compounds with distinctive optical absorption spectrum giving them deep blue or green
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color [3]. We have performedpreliminary study of a number of metal substituted

phtahlocyaninesin order to investigatetheir potential useas indicatordyes [1]. It was

shownthat indeedsomeof them, beingdissolvedin varioussolvents,changecolor in

reversible manner in the presenceof organic acids.However, understandingof the

detailedmechanismof theabovementionedchangesrequiresmoresignificantefforts. In

addition, the behavior of the phthalocyaninesbeing embeddedwithin the polyimide

matrix is not well predictableyet, becauseit dependson many factorssuchas solvent

composition,concentrationof thepolymer in the solvent,concentrationof the dye,heat

treatmentof the film after spin casting,oxidation,effect of atmosphericmoisture,etc.

The decisionhasbeenmadeto switch to betterknown indicatordyesembeddedinto

polymer poly(methyl methacrylate)(PMMA). This was done in order to evaluatethe

performanceof the sensorusingsensingmaterialswith betterpredictablefeatures.The

usedindicator dyesand the experimentaldataon the changeof the optical absorption

spectrumand the refractive index of the dye-dopedPMMA films after exposureto

various gasesis presentedin Table 1. Thesedatawere obtainedin the courseof the

following experiment.An indicator dye was added to the solution of PMMA in

chlorbenzene(1 g solidsper 10ml liquids) at a concentrationvaryingfrom 50 to 10mM

per liter. The solutionwasfiltered with aPTFEfilter (0.2-micronporesize).Then it was

spin caston a 1 by 3-inchesquartzsubstrate.The coatingwas bakedin openair at a

temperatureof 70°Cfor one hour.No visible changein the coatingwasobservedafter

baking.Thenthesamplewasplacedinto theexperimentalgaschamberdevelopedduring

the 1-styearof theproject [1]. Within thechamberthesamplewasmountedbetweenthe

terminalsof the emitting andreceivingmultimodefibers.Theterminalswereconnected

to positive lensesin orderto providecollimatedbeampassingthroughthe sample.The

internal fibers were connectedby the vacuumfeed-throughconnectorsto the external

multimode fiber lines. These lines were connectedto a Varian Cary 3E UV-Visible

spectrophotometerusingstandardfiber opticscoupler. The refractiveindex of the films

wasmeasuredusingthe prism couplingtechnique.Therefractiveindexof the films was

of the order of 1.5 and greaterthan the index of the quartz substrate(1.457). This

provided the condition for using the films as planar light guides.The speedof spin
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castingwas preciselyadjustedto producea thicknessof the films of about 3 micron

giving three to four propagating modes at 633-nm wavelength. The extended number of

modes gives better accuracy in determining the refractive index. The samples were

exposed to the gases listed in Table 1. The gases were deluted in pure nitrogen down to

5% concentration. The pressure of gas mixtures during the exposure was about 600 Torr

except NO2/N2 mixture which was maintained at a pressure of 100 to 200 Torr.

Table 1. Optical absorption and refractive index change of PMMA thin films doped with

various indicator dyes and exposed to various gases (N/C - no change, N/A - not

applicable)

N Indi_c_ dye

1 _lePtrple good

pH(cotor) Refractive

in¢_ of

unexpmed
(633nm)
1.5010+0.0010

I_n:_erml Rue good 6.0 (yellow) _ 1.5014:L0.0002

7.6 (blue)

Alizarin medium 5.5 (yellow) <-> 1.4997:R).0001

6.8 red)

Net_al Red poor 6.8 (red) _-_.8.0 1.4952_-_.0001

(ml_)
Brillimt Yellow _ with 6.5 (yellow) +-3, N/A

lxecipitation 8.0 (ormge)

Nitrazin Yellow vcxy IX_ 6.0 (yell_v) _ N/A

7.0 (blue)

_on to

Abs. ,6nxl03
t_k 3.5

400

Pcrl

Pe_ 3.4

425

rffrl

N/C

N/C

N/A N/A

N,'A N_A

Reaction to

abs. 6nxl0s

N/C

NC N,_

N/C _C

N/A N/A

N/A I_A

Reaction to NO

Air,. Anxl0 _

N/C N'U

N,'C

N/C N_

N/C N_

N/A N/A

N/A ]WA

Reaction to

NO_

AI_. An xl(3

Peak ] 0.1
350

rim

Peak 0.I

350

rim

NtC

N_ NIC

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

As one can see from the Table 1, the most significant change of the refractive index was

observed for the films made of PMMA doped with indicator dyes Bromocresol Purple

and Bromothymol Blue in response to the exposure to ammonia. Some response to

NO2 was also observed. The change of the optical absorption spectra of these films is

presented in Fig. 1 through 4. As one can see, both indicator dyes exposed to ammonia

demonstrate significant increase of optical absorption in the range 350 to 450 nm. The

initially almost colorless films appeared to be yellow after exposure. There is also some

noticeable absorption increase near 350 nm in response to NOz. The color of the films

also turned to yellowish. The inrease of the refractive index at 633-nm wavelength is

directly connected
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to the increase of absorption in UV region in terms of Kramers-Kronig relations. It makes

these films potentially suitable for the proposed interferometric waveguide sensor. There

are however some concerns in regard to these films. Bromocresol Purple, being mixed

with buffer solution of NOH in water, exhibits the change of color from purple to yellow

when pH changes form 6.8 to 5.2 (neutral to acid) [4]. Klein et al. [5] reported similar

behavior (yellow to blue) for the Bromocresol Purple doped into SiO z layer prepared by a

common sol-gel technique. The film had initially blue color and changed its color to

yellow after being exposed to ammonia which acts as an acceptor of proton from the dye

and increases pH. In both cases the color change was reversible. Moreover, the color

change to yellow corresponded to the increase of the absorption peak near 600 nm. In our

case we have irreversible color change and the corresponding spectrum change is

different. In addition, we did not observe any noticeable blue or purple shade of the film.

Bromothymol Blue in buffer solution of NOH in water changes its color from yellow to

blue at a change of pH from 7.6 to 6.0 (slightly acidulous to slightly alkali) [4].

Bromothymol Blue was used in optical ammonia sensor in Ref. 6, 7. The indicator dye

was immobilized into a hydrophilic polymer. The change of the color in response to

ammonia was reversible. In our case we again had non-reversible change. The other

studied dyes have been also used mostly in optical absorption sensors of the gases listed

in Table 1 [7, 8]. We however did not observe any noticeable absorption change of the

dye-doped polymer films in similar cases. We will therefore continue search for proper

dye-polymer mixtures in order to develop compounds with reversible change of

absorption and/or refractive index in case of exposure to the gases which are the subject

of this project.

2.2. Breadboard prototype of the sensor

Experimental set-up for testing a single-arm dual-mode interferometric waveguide

sensor has been already presented in the 1-st Year Report. Fig. 1. shows the schematic of

this set-up with the experimental gas chamber. The single-arm dual-mode sensor is
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is connected to the light source and the detection and signal processing instruments with

multimode optical fiber lines. In order to characterize performance of the sensor in

combination with the fiber lines and coupling optics we assembled a breadboard

prototype of the optical part of the set-up. The photograph of the prototype is depicted in

Fig. 2.

)ellgor l_llOlUlt

t tt

Fig.2. Breadboard mock-up of the sensor coupled to optical fiber lines
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The sensor(thin film waveguidemadeof Bromocresol-dopedPMMA in this case)is

mountedona speciallydesignedmountwhich hastwo independentprism coupler:input

andoutput.Opticalcouplingprismsaremadeof GalliumGadoliniumGarnet(GGG)with

a refractive index of 1.9648at 633 nm. The waveguideis independentlyfixed to a

vertical translationstageby Teflon clips. This designenablesselectionof any section

acrossthe film to be used as a slab waveguide.After vertical positioning the film is

pressedagainsttheprismsusingroundedknobswith fine threads.The knobscontrol the

degreeof optical coupling to the prisms. The waveguidemount is equippedwith a

rotationaltablewhich controlstheangleof couplingof the input beamto thewaveguide.

The light from theinput fiber line is focusedat thecouplingpoint of thewaveguideby a

lens. The focusing length of the lens is such that two propagating modes are

simultaneouslyexcited(in this caseTE0and TEl). Theoutputprism couplerdecouples

themodesfrom thewaveguide.Theypropagateafterthe prism astwo separatebeamsat

different angles.The output focusinglens is usedto combinethesetwo beamsin order

themto interfereto eachother.A supplementalmirror is usedto deflectthebeamsto the

terminal of the receiving optical fiber. The light from the interferencepattern is then

transmittedthroughthefiber to aphotodetector.

The performanceof the sensorwas evaluated in terms of its responseto the

changeof therefractiveindexproducedby heatinginsteadof exposureto gaseousagents.

Theheaterwasa copperrod bentat right angleand attachedto the waveguidefrom the

sideof substrate.Therodconductedheatfrom anelectricsolderiron.Two thermocouples

wereattachedto the rod.Onethermocouplewasconnectedto thechart recorderthrough

an amplifier and continuouslymonitoredthe temperatureof the rod. The other was

connectedto an electricthermometerandwasusedto calibratethe readingof the first

thermocouple in degreesof Celsius. Preliminary experimentswith the prototype

indicatedthatthe input multimodefiber line shouldbereplacedwith asinglemodefiber.

Multimode fiber is a sourceof intensivespecklenoise in the output interferencepatter

which significantly disturbsthe outputsignaluponthe changeof therefractive indexof

thefilm. Thespecklenoisealsoslowly fluctuatesin time.Thatmakesimpossibleto filter

the signal from thesefluctuationsusing standardmodulation/demodulationtechnique.
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Thenoise is alsovery sensitiveto thevibrationsof the fiber. Replacementwith a single

modefiber eliminatedall theproblems.

2.3.Preliminaryresults

We performed preliminary experimentswith a planar waveguide made of

BromocresolPurpledopedPMMA thin film on a quartzsubstrate.Thetypical response

of thesensorto thevariationof thetemperatureproducedby turningtheheateron andoff

is shownin Fig. 3.
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One can see oscillations of the signal corresponding to the change of the phase difference

between the modes of the interferometer. The jump of the signal after turning the heater

off is more likely caused by deflection of the substrate. Heating the sensor with a hot rod

contacting the substrate does not provide uniform temperature distribution. However at

the cooling part of the cycle we assume more uniform distribution of the temperature due

to thermoconductive heat transfer over the wide area along the sample. We used the data
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for thecooling processto plot the response of the sensor versus temperature. The plot is

presented in Fig. 4.
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The sensor signal changes periodically with the temperature change. Approximation of

the experimental points with the sine-function gives us a period of oscillations of about

9.37°C. It allows us to estimate sensitivity of the sensor to the temperature change as

9.37°C per 2re-phase shift of interfering modes. Assuming that the thermal coefficient of

the refractive index (On/Ot°C) of the PMMA film is of the order of 10 -4 °C-1, we have

the sensitivity of the sensor in terms of the index of the order of 10 "3 per 2zt-phase shift.

Taking into account that we observed a change of the index of 2 to 3x10 3 in samples

exposed to ammonia, we can expect the sensor to be capable of detecting gaseous

pollutants.
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2.4.List of accomplishments

Thefollowing accomplishmentshavebeenachievedduringthesecondyear:

1.Material selection: The films of PMMA doped with various indicator dyes were

studied in the experimental gas chamber. The films doped with Bromocresol Purple and

Pmothymol Blue, being exposed to 5% ammonia in pure nitrogen at 600 Torr, exhibited

an irreversible increase of optical absorption within a 100-nm band with the center at 400

nm accompanied by an increase of the refractive index at 633 nm of 3.4 to 3.5xl 0 3.

2. Design and construction of the breadboard prototype of the sensor: The

prototype is coupled to a He-Ne laser light source by a single mode optical fiber line and

to a receiving detector by a multimode optical fiber line. The coupling is produced with

special adjustable prism couplers which can be selectively placed in contact with any

point across the sensing film.

3. Preliminary. characterization of the breadboard prototype: The prototype

showed a sensitivity to the temperature change of 9.37°C per 2_-phase shift which is

equivalent to a sensitivity to the index change of 10 .3 per 2_-phase shift. This indicates

that the sensor is capable of detecting the gaseous agents which are under investigation,

particularly, ammonia.

3. Comparison of the accomplishments with the goals and objectives established for the

second year

In the course of work it turned out to be more relevant to final goals of the project

to substitute the 1-st objective for the second year (delineation of optical channel

waveguides and their characterization) with the continuation of the material search for the

proposed sensor. The first accomplishment meets this objective. We obtained films based

on PMMA doped with Bromocresol Purple and Bromothymiol Blue that are optically

sensitive to ammonia and NO 2.
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The second achievement meets the second objective for the second year. We

chose adjustable prism couplers for connecting the sensor to optical fiber lines in our

design of a breadboard prototype of the sensor. These couplers have good coupling

efficiency at relatively low cost comparing to any other alternatives such as grating

couplers.

The third accomplishment meets the third objective for the second year. We

performed testing the breadboard prototype of the sensor using heating as a technique of

changing its refractive index. The only difference is that we ruled out the channel

waveguides as irrelevant to the final goals of the project. The feasibility of the sensor can

be shown for the slab waveguide configuration without usage of relatively expensive

technologies of channel waveguide delineation.

4. Objectives for the third (final) year

Since some minor changes in the objectives for the first and the second years took

place, the following objectives are proposed for the third (final) year of the project.

1. To finish search for appropriate materials for the sensor. The search will be

focused on polymer films doped with indicator dyes.

2. To test the breadboard prototype of the sensor in the test gas chamber. The

chamber must be equipped with vacuum feed-through connector for a single mode fiber

guiding the light from the remote laser light source to the sensor.

3. To make design of a compact prototype of the sensor.

4. To estimate figures-of-merit of the sensor and make conclusions on its

feasibility.

5. To make summary of research.

5. Conclusions

The accomplishments for the second year were focused on the final goal of the

project, namely, demonstration of feasibility of a single-arm dual-mode thin film
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waveguide interferometeras an environmentsensor,particularly, sensor of gaseous

agents relevant to aeropropulsion applications. The objectives relevant to the final goal

are met by the accomplishments. In the course of the work it was established that the

optical fiber line with connects the sensor to the laser light source should be made of a

single mode fiber instead of multimode one. Additional efforts were made to do the

substitution of fiber lines. Some efforts will be needed during the third year to make a

vacuum feed-through connector for the experimental gas chamber.
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